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Abstract 

This paper discusses the development of an Acoustic Emission (AE) wireless node for structural health 
monitoring. Originally developed for application in steel and concrete bridges components, this instrument has 
been used in monitoring composite wind turbine blades and composites mockups of Unmanned Autonomous 
Vehicles (UAV) components. This instrument is a sensor node which includes multiple sensing elements, on 
board signal processing and analysis capabilities, signal conditioning electronics, power management circuits, 
wireless data transmission element and energy harvesting unit. The sensing elements should are capable of 
functioning in both passive and active modes (i.e. Acoustic Emission and Acousto-Ultrasonic mode) while the 
multiple parametric inputs are used to connect sensors to measure external characteristics affecting the 
performance of the structure under monitoring. The output of all these sensors would are combined and analyzed 
at the sensor node in order to minimize the data transmission rate which consumes significant amount of power. 
Power management circuits are used to reduce the data collection intervals through selective data acquisition 
strategies and minimize the sensor node power consumption. This instrument is a platform for Structural Health 
Monitoring (SHM) in different fields. This project was sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology of the USA through the Technology Innovation Project Grant #70NANB9H007. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
In 2007 the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) National Bridge Inventory (NBI) 

classified 72,524 of the nation’s bridges as structurally deficient [1]. At that time in the US, 
approximately 10,000 bridges were being constructed, replaced or rehabilitated annually. Four 
years later, in 2011, despite billions of dollars spent in federal, state and local annual funds 
directed toward the maintenance of existing bridges, still 11.5 percent of the approximately 
600,000 bridges nationwide are still classified structurally deficient; moreover, a number of 
bridges have exceeded their expected lifespan of 50 years and the average age of an American 
bridge is 42 years [2]. 
 
In an era of sever budget cuts and shrinking funds for rehabilitation, the resources assigned to 
inspection of these bridges are limited, which in turn results in a lack of data needed by bridge 
owners to make informed decisions for maintenance prioritization. As part of the national 
response to this critical national need of the aging civil infrastructure, in 2009 the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) funded the project “Self Powered Wireless 
Sensor Network for Structural Health Prognosis” through its Technology Innovation Project 
(TIP) Grant #70NANB9H007. At the conclusion of the project in January 2013, the Joint 
Venture (JV) formed by Mistras Group Inc., Virginia Tech, University of South Carolina and 
University of Miami developed a commercially viable self-powered data fusion wireless 
sensor node powered by energy harvesters that transform unused ambient energy such as 
bridge vibrations and wind energy. The subsequent efforts by Mistras have been directed to 
modify the node for applications in other areas in need of Structural Health Monitoring such 
as wind turbines and aircraft. 
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2.  Development of the instrument 
 

2.1 Instrumentation platform 

 
The instrument platform envisioned in this project is a sensor node including multiple sensing 
elements, on board signal processing and analysis capabilities, signal conditioning electronics, 
power management circuits, wireless data transmission element and energy harvesting unit. 
The sensing elements should be capable of function in both passive and active modes (i.e. 
Acoustic Emission and Acousto-Ultrasonic mode) while the multiple parametric inputs would 
be used to connect sensors to measure external characteristics affecting the performance of the 
structure under study. The output of all these sensors would be then combined and analyzed at 
the sensor node in order to minimize the data transmission rate which consumes significant 
amount of power. Power management circuits were planned to reduce the data collection 
intervals through selective data acquisition strategies and minimize the sensor node power 
consumption. 
 
2.2 4-channel wireless node 

 
Based on the general capabilities desired for the instrument and outlined in the previous 
section,   Mistras Group Inc. developed a 4-channel wireless node, known by product 
designation as the 1284 node. This platform, whose first prototype was developed during the 
second year of the project, includes inputs for four AE sensors and one strain gage with 
conditioning circuitry. Additionally, there are six parametric inputs, which can be used to 
connect different sensors such as load, displacement, temperature, PH, humidity, corrosion, 
etc., making the node a true sensor fusion platform.  The 1284 is equipped with rechargeable 
batteries and inputs for energy harvesting units that can provide power to recharge the node’s 
battery. Table 1 shows the specifications for the AE 4-channel wireless node. 
 
Table 1.  1284 AE 4-channel wireless node hardware specifications. 
 

Board Size 4in x 5.5in 

Weight Less than 0.5lbs 

Power Requirements 5-18 volts (2 inputs, largest will power the node) 

Power Consumption 700 mW at saturation, 360 mW at 4hits/sec per channel ,30 mW at sleep mode 

Operating Temperature -40 to 158 Deg F (-40to 75 Deg C) 

AST pulser 80 v Selectable  pulse width up to 20usec 

Parametric Channels 6 (voltage & current) 

Strain Gage Channels 1  

Memory Card SD memory card slot for mass storage 

Enclosure NEMA 4  prevents corrosion  and is water tight 

 
Another important feature of the 1284 is the capability for waveform recording. The raw 
waveforms are not part of the data package transmitted wirelessly but rather stored in the SD 
card for later retrieval for post-processing. The node is also equipped with a “watch mode” 
which allows the user the user to connect and disconnect the node from the computer with the 
wireless receiver module without the need to turn the acquisition on or off. 



The 1284 has the capability to turn the AE sensors from a passive mode into an active mode. 
This means use the AE sensors as pulsers turning them from a passive detection mode to an 
active pulsing mode. This capability, known as Auto Sensor Test (AST), allows to 
sequentially pulse each one the four sensors at any desired time interval. This utility is critical 
to increase the 1284 node capability to monitor damage growth and evaluate damage severity 
once it has been detected using the passive AE capability. In terms of data management 
during long periods of monitoring, the 1284 has the capability to close files once they reach a 
predetermined size and open a new consecutive one. Figure 1 shows a picture of the 1284 
node board and the packaged for outdoor applications. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. 1284 wireless node board (left) and 1284 packaged for outdoor applications (right). 
 
2.3 Software capabilities 
 
The 1284 is designed to work with a special version of Mistras AE data acquisition and 
analysis software AEWin. This special version, AEWinWireless, allows to setup the 1284 by 
programing AST user on demand, program the sleep-wake up mode based on parametric 
value input, define remote alarms based on AE characteristics, define a particular parametric 
input for measuring rechargeable battery voltage, program auto resetting, setup the waveform 
capture capability for the SD card. The software also allows time ordering the AE signals 
received to calculate the differences in signal arrival time between the four AE sensors, which 
is critical to calculate the position of a potential AE source.  Table 2 shows the 
AEWinWireless software characteristics. 
 
Table 2.  AEWinWireless software specifications. 
 

AST on user demand. 

Up to 10 hits/sec per channel 

Sleep-Wake up mode based on parametric input values 

Remote alarm definition capability 

Full watch mode capability (connect and disconnect remotely without stopping acquisition) 

Define dedicated parametric for measuring battery voltage 

Add capability of auto resetting (watchdog timeout) 

Linear and planar  location 

Waveform capture on SD card 



Figure 2 shows a location plot of several Pencil Lead Breaks (PLB) performed on an 
aluminum bracket with the four AE sensors separated by 32”. In the same Figure, the 
waveforms corresponding to the two hits used to locate the PLB encircled. 

 
Figure 2.Location Plot showing PLB detected with the 1284 wireless node and waveforms 
detected. 

 

2.4 AE Sensors 

 
The 1284 node is designed to work with a variety of traditional piezoelectric low power AE 
sensors such as PK6 sensors, resonant at 60kHz, for concrete samples, PK15 sensors, resonant 
at 150kHz, for steel samples, and PKWD, wide band 100-1000 kHz, for general applications 
These sensors are manufactured by Mistras Group Inc. and they are regularly used in 
commercial AE installations. Even though these sensors are proven in field installations, a 
serious effort was carried out to habilitate Piezo-Wafers Acoustic Sensors (PWAS) and 
Magneto-Strictive Sensors (MSS) as AE sensors. In the case of the PWAS, their lower signal 
to noise ratio and extreme sensitivity to Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) prevented their 
use in field applications. However, they showed excellent potential to be used as embedded 
sensors in carbon fiber composite. The experiments that were conducted using MSS 
developed by FBS Inc. showed very good results in term of sensitivity, comparable to PK15 
sensors The results from this study indicate that PWAS showed lower sensitivity than regular 
PK sensors, they show better sensitivity to in-plane particle motion, which accounts for a 
large percentage of the energy released by a propagating crack in steel plates. 
 
2.5 Wireless transmission module and rechargeable battery life 
 
The wireless transmission protocol for the 1284 was selected based on considerations such as 
maximum AE data set rate, interface data rate, maximum range of communication, and 
energy consumption. The interface selected was XBee at 900 kHzA, with a range of 600 m, 
an interface data rate of 57.6Kbps with a maximum AE data set rate of 250 AE hits per 
second. A series of tests were carried out at the Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric 
Science (RSMAS) of the University of Miami, where a 1284 was deployed for a period of 
two months to test the wireless communication and battery life. Figure 3 shows a plot of the 
rechargeable battery voltage drop with the activity node. The results show the rechargeable 
battery lasted approximately 5 days transmitting data wirelessly at a data rate of detection of 
11 AE hits per second. The results shown in Figure 3 were obtained without any energy 
harvesting device connected to the node and were only designed to verify wireless 



transmission and maximum hit rate detected by the node. Additional tests to verify the 
behavior of the node with the power savings options incorporated and connected to energy 
harvesters will be carried out in the near future. It is expected that the rechargeable battery 
could last between 6 and 9 months depending on the type of energy harvester connected to the 
node. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.Rechargeable battery voltage drop (top) as AE activity was detected and transmitted 
at a rate of 11 AE hits per second. 
 

3. Application of the 1284 node to monitoring aerospace structures  
 
Laboratory studies in the detection of delamination and crack initiation and propagation in 
aerospace composites using acoustic emission has been documented extensively [3-8]. 
However, its implementation in flying aircraft has been limited because of the size and weight 
of the equipment commercially available and its power demand. Because of its small size, 
weight, low power consumption and powerful data processing capabilities, the 1284 is the 
first viable AE instrument to be used in real SHM of aircraft. In order to demonstrate the 
feasibility, a 3 point bending test on a carbon composite bonded joint was monitored using 
both the 1284 and a regular AE system. The composite joint was similar to the ones found in 
the wing box of a particular model of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). The experimental 
setup is shown in Figure 4.  

 

 
Figure 4. Three point bending AE test comparing the 1284 and a standard AE system. 



The AE desktop system was equipped with four AE sensors resonant at 300 kHz, while the 
1284 wireless AE system used four AE sensors resonant at 150 kHz and both systems 
captured the load applied by the MTS system. In the wireless AE system, waveforms, AE 
feature and load data were collected and stored in the SD card, while the AE feature and load 
data were simultaneously transmitted to the base station in real time. The three point bending 
test consisted of two periods of fifty cycles each. Figure 4 shows the data collected during the 
test. 
 

 
Figure 4. Data collected during the three point bending test, (a) Data collected with the 
standard AE system, (b) Data collected with the 1284 node, (c) Zoon of data collected with 
the 1284 node. 
 

In Figure 4, the red points on the graphs represent the changing value of the load during the 
test. It is clear that the data from the standard AE system, Figure 4(a) is denser than that 
collected with the 1284, Figure 4(b). This is due to the fact that the 1284 has built-in 
limitations in the hit rate that in order to save power. However, a zoom of the 1284 data plot 
shows that the data describes very well the loading cycles and the AE burst of energy at the 
top load in the cycles. This shows that when collecting data with the 1284, the user has to be 
very smart in setting up the system to collect relevant data. To further demonstrate the 
capabilities of the wireless system, Figure 5 shows the cumulative energy and amplitude 
distributions of the recorded AE signals from both systems. Notice the jumps in the two 
curves marked by the blue arrows, clearly indicating points in the test where there was a 
sudden growth in damage inflicted to the composite. 

 



 
 

 
Figure 5. Cumulative AE energy as measured by the standard AE system (black) and the 1284 
node (red) during the three point bending test. Notice the jumps (arrows) indicative of damage 
growth at different points during the test. 
 

4. Conclusions  
 
During the four-year project “Self-powered Sensor Network for Bridge Health Prognosis”, 
sponsored by NIST through is TIP program, Mistras Group Inc. developed the smallest lowest 
power, full capability AE system with on-board signal processing capabilities comparable to 
those found in large commercially available AE multichannel boards.  
 
The 1284 is designed to work in two different modes: as a unit transmitting processed data 
wirelessly to a remote location, which is accessible via internet gateway or cellular modem, or 
as a collector unit which saves data in the memory card for later retrieval. 
 
The applications for the 1284 extend beyond the area of bridge health monitoring into the 
generalized structural health monitoring of very diverse structures. The data obtained in the 
three point bending test of a composite sample shows that the 1284 node has the capability for 
SHM of composite components in flying aircraft. The 1284 is ready for deployment on 
offshore oil platforms, composite ships, combat deployable bridges and wind turbine. 
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